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Abstract
Unsupervised video segmentation is a challenging problem because it involves a large amount of data, and image
segments undergo noisy variations in color, texture and motion with time. However, there are significant redundancies
that can help disambiguate the effects of noise. To exploit
these redundancies and obtain the most spatio-temporally
consistent video segmentation, we formulate the problem as
a consistent labeling problem by exploiting higher order image structure. A label stands for a specific moving segment.
Each segment (or region) is treated as a random variable
which is to be assigned a label. Regions assigned the same
label comprise a 3D space-time segment, or a region tube.
The labels can also be automatically created or terminated
at any frame in the video sequence, to allow objects entering or leaving the scene. To formulate this problem, we use
the CRF (conditional random field) model. Unlike conventional CRF which has only unary and binary potentials, we
also use higher order potentials to favor label consistency
among disconnected spatial and temporal segments. Compared to region tracking based methods, the main advantages of the proposed algorithm are two fold: (1) the label
consistency constraints are imposed on multiple regions but
in a soft manner, and (2) the labeling decision is postponed
until the confidence in the labeling is high. We compare our
results with a recent state-of-the-art video segmentation algorithm and show that our results are quantitatively and
qualitatively better.

1. Introduction
Analogous to image segmentation, which partitions the
image into groups of pixels with photometric similarity and
outputs each group as a two-dimensional region, video segmentation partitions the three-dimensional spatio-temporal
space into 3D regions (or region tubes) each having photometric coherence formed by the same region moving
through consecutive frames. It is an important computer
vision problem [16, 13, 2] with applications in areas such
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Figure 1. Comparison between binary potential and higher order potential. First row: three sample frames from the original
sequence. Second row: results with only unary and binary potentials. Third row: results using higher order potentials. As can be
seen in the second column, for binary potentials, the background
building and tree are merged with the sky, and the zebra crossings
are merged with the road. Even the car merges with the surround
in the third column. By incorporating higher order potentials, the
salient details are retained (e.g., zebra crossing) while the low contrast regions do merge e.g., street light.

activity recognition, video analysis, summarization, surveillance and browsing.
One line of research on video segmentation exploits
grouping raw pixels across frames [18, 7, 9]. The pixels are represented as a multi-dimensional (space-time) features consisting of photometric, spatial and motion properties. However, this becomes infeasible even for mediumsized videos. Hence methods that use segmentation results
of each image followed by tracking these regions have attracted much attention in recent years [12, 21]. Nevertheless, the results are usually less desirable due to the wellknown lack of repeatability of image segmentation across
frames, and therefore decoupling of the video segmentation problem into two independent subproblems in space
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and time an unrealistic proposition. For example, regions
in one frame across a low-contrast boundary may merge
thus be undetected in the next frame. On the other hand,
a large region contains a slight variation of brightness may
be split into a set of several smaller homogeneous regions in
the subsequent frames. Therefore some region tracking efforsts tend to assume (1) region properties are likely be the
same in the consecutive frames, and (2) there exists an oneto-one correspondence for regions across frames. In recent
years, several methods have been proposed to deal with the
above-mentioned problems[4, 11, 10]. [11] assumes that
high contrast contours of an object are repeated along the
video sequence, and then use contour-based partial matching to obtain many-to-many region correspondences. [4]
extends the idea of partial contour matching in the video
segmentation domain with an efficient matching process using the DTW (dynamic time warping) algorithm. [10] treats
video segmentation as a clustering problem in which a “region graph” from a over-segmented video volume is constructed followed by hierarchical merging to generate coherent region boundaries.
Notwithstanding their demonstrated success, there is a
major drawback in the tracking based methods, namely,
they must make hard decisions about identifying region correspondences and their merging/splitting for each pair of
frames. Since we are concerned with bottom up processing,
lacking a model of the target being tracked and therefore the
nature of the best correspondences, the combinatorial nature
of region merging/splitting makes finding optimal region
correspondences between two frames an NP-hard problem.
This implies that in a straight forward implementation, robust algorithms must take space-time constraints over many
frames into consideration, for segmenting regions and determining their correspondences. In the approach we present
in this paper, we achieve such robustness while avoiding
explicit and hard decisions made from local space and temporal information.
By formulating the video segmentation as a higher order
label consistency problem, we propose to solve the above
problems via exploiting higher order (instead of local) spatial and temporal structure. Following are the salient features and contributions of our approach. (1) We treat each
over-segmented region as a random variable. Random variables in different frames having the same label constitute a
region tube. Hence photometric homogeneity within a region tube is achieved by enforcing neighboring regions with
similar properties to take the same label. (2) Instead of region adjacency, the neighbor definition in common use, we
group each region with a larger set of higher order neighbors, by forming its spatial and temporal cliques. (3) We
do not make hard decisions on region merging or splitting
to form the spatial cliques. Similarly, our temporal cliques
also include all pixel correspondences across several frames

suggested by local motion.. (4) We allow multiple objects
entering or leaving the scene, with no assumptions about the
number of labels. Label creation and termination are datadriven. (5) We solve the label consistency and competition
problem via a conditional random field (CRF) formulation.
The work by Vazquez-Reina et al. [17] is one of the
few algorithms that consider video segmentation as a labeling problem. They first enumerate multiple trajectories
and treat each trajectory as a label and then use CRF to
solve the label consistency and competition problem. Our
work bears some resemblance to theirs but differs in several aspects. First, they use multiple segmentation as well
as superposition while we apply multi-resolution segmentation and build a photometric tree as spatial clique. Second, they prune the label space at beginning by only allowing regions assigned to salient trajectories, while each
region in our method can have its own unique label to make
automatic label creation possible. Third, they assume corresponding regions in the consecutive frames must overlap
with each other while we use optical flow to locate the correspondences.

2. Overview of the Proposed Approach
Unlike approaches that track regions across a pair of
images, we simultaneously process a batch of frames to
enforce spatial and temporal consistency. This is to reduce the accumulation of image segmentation errors that
would be encountered in sequentially forming the region
tubes. To formulate video segmentation as a labeling problem, we first construct a photometric segmentation tree for
each frame by a multi-resolution segmentation 1 algorithm
[1]. The regions having the finest (lowest) contrast are
considered to form the leaf level. Each leaf node is assigned a random variable Xi . Together the set of all regions across frames, and their labels, define a random field
X. The regions corresponding to variables {Xi } having a
single label constitute a 3D region (tube.) While we make
no assumptions about the number of consistent photometric
tubes present in a video, the initial assignment of a unique
label to each leaf corresponds to a gross overestimation of
the number of tubes, and the process of obtaining the final
label set L must prune the redundancies caused by distinct
labels being assigned to connected regions. Objects entering or leaving are handled via automatic label creation and
termination.
The consistent labeling problem is formulated as an inference process of a higher order CRF. Conventional CRF
formulation uses unary potential and binary potential to ensure label consistency. However,using these two potentials
alone tends to oversmooth the labeling, resulting in unnecessary region merging. To overcome this problem without
sacrificing the tractability of the inference process, we apply the higher order potentials and the robust P n model pro-
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posed by Kohli et al. [14] in the context of multi-class image segmentation. Each higher order potential is defined on
the set of regions forming a spatial and temporal “clique”.
As indicated earlier, a spatial clique represents a non-leaf
node in the photometric tree, which is the union of several
regions ri in the leaf level. A temporal clique is formed by
region correspondences across frames. The potential function that penalizes labeling inconsistency in each clique is
determined by the photometric property and motion information. As shown in [14], a general submodular higher order function can be transformed to a second order function
if the higher order potential is defined using the P n model.
We apply the efficient graph cut based α-expansion and αβswap move algorithms of [3] to estimate labels.

by
E(x) = −logPr(x|D) − logZ =

X

ψc (xc )

(1)

c∈C

The MAP labeling x∗ of the random field is defined as:
x∗ = argmaxx∈L Pr(x|D) = argminx∈L E(x)

(2)

A

3. Higher Order Consistent Labeling
In this section, we describe how to construct cliques
and design the unary, binary, and higher order potential to
achieve consistent labeling. We begin with the notation and
definitions.

3.1. Preliminaries
Given frames f1 , f2 , ...fT , a discrete random field X
is defined over an index system V = {1, 2, ...., M } with
a neighborhood system N . Each random variable Xi ∈
X, i ∈ V is associated with a leaf region in some frame. Xi
would take a value from the label set L = {l1 , l2 , ..., lk }.
Theoretically we can set the |L| = |V| so each region can
contribute an unique label li . In practice we perform labeling pruning during the construction of temporal clique to
reduce redundant labels (detailed in sec3.3). The neighborhood system N of the random field is defined by the sets
Ni , ∀i ∈ V, where Ni denotes the sets of all neighbors of
the variable Xi (where, for brevity, we loosely refer to those
labels belonging to the neighboring regions as neighboring
labels.) Clique c is a set of random variables Xc which
are conditionally dependent on each other. Both neighbors
and cliques exist in two forms: spatial and temporal. Any
possible assignment of labels to the random variables will
be called a labeling (denoted by x). The labels take values
from the set L = LT . A labeling x is interpreted as the estimated video segmentation. Leaf regions belonging to the
same 3D segment are identified by the fact that the random
variables associated with them take the same label.
From [15], the posterior probablity Pr(x|D) of CRF
given observed data D is a Gibbs distribution
P and can be
written in the form: Pr(x|D) = Z1 exp(− c∈C ψc (xc )),
where Z is the normalizing constant known as the partition function, and C is the set of all cliques. The term
ψc (xc ) is called the potential function of the clique c where
xc = {xi , i ∈ c}. The corresponding Gibbs energy is given
1 The
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Figure 2. Spatial cliques and photometric tree. A and B are two
interior regions in a photometric tree, each representing a spatial
clique. Clique-A consists of leaf regions {1,2,3,4,5} and clique-B
consists of {3,4,5}. It shows that a leaf region (4 here) may belong
to multiple spatial cliques.

3.2. Spatial and Temporal Cliques
Conceptually, label consistency is achieved by penalizing variables having similar characteristics but taking different labels. In CRF we approach it by designing penalty
potentials. We propose to incorporate higher order potentials to maintain label consistency:
X
X
X
E(x) =
ψi (xi ) +
ψi,j (xi , xj ) +
ψc (xc ) (3)
i

i,j∈Ni

c∈S

where c denotes a clique containing multiple regions. In
conventional CRF the energy function consists of only the
first two terms. If the neighborhood system N is defined
according to region adjacency (both spatial and temporal),
we have observed that a lack of higher order terms tends
to over-smooth the region tube and lose finer variation (as
shown in Figure 1). Therefore ψc should be designed such
that it allows but penalizes inconsistent labels within the
clique. In this section we discuss how to construct the
cliques with the higher order potentials, and then describe
the detail the formulation details of these potentials in the
next section.
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To achieve label consistency in both spatial and temporal domain, we propose to construct two kinds of cliques:
spatial clique cs and temporal clique ct , c = cs ∪ ct . By using the multiple-resolution image segmentation algorithm
[1] to obtain the initial image segmentation, we are able to
build a (photometric) tree in which: interior regions are the
union or merge of the children regions based on photometric similarity. As we traverse up the region hierarchy, the
photometric variance within a region gets larger. Since the
random field x is defined on regions at leaf level, for ancestor regions to form a single tube requires label consistency
among its descendant leaf regions. Hence each ancestor region in the photometric tree represents a spatial clique as
illustrated in Figure 2. A leaf region ri belongs to multiple
spatial cliques cs , each in general associated with a interior
region.
We construct the temporal cliques in a similar manner
but use motion properties, such as optical flow, for grouping instead of photometric values. For this, we define the
overlap of a region ri with another region rj , hypothesized
as the after-motion correspondence of ri :
|(p(i) + u(i)) ∧ p(j)|
∈ [0, 1]
hi (j) =
|p(i)|

(4)

where p(i) denotes the coordinates of pixels in ri and u(i)
is the dense flow vector defined on the pixels in ri . Note
that h(·) is not a symmetric measure. We use the dense
flow algorithm proposed in [5]. For a given leaf region ri in
some frame ft , we find all regions rj that belong to adjacent
frames ft+1 , ft−1 and group them together if hi (j) exceeds
a threshold T which is set to 0.5. When extended across
frames, this grouping defines a temporal clique ct for rj .
As illustrated in Figure 3, a region may belong to multiple
ct due to noise in image segmentation or optical flow. In
both spatial and temporal cliques, this one-to-many scenario
leads to a competition between labels. A good design of the
potential function would resolve the competition efficiently,
assigning the best label to each region.

where dc (i, j) is the normalized `2 -distance ∈ [0, 1] between ri and rj in the LUV colors pace, and θu is a constant.
Note that a region ri can choose its own unique label li , and
actually it favors doing so because dc (i, i) = 0. That allows
the possibility of assigning new label to objects entering the
scene.

ψi,j

ψi

ψc
.....

ψc
t

Figure 3. Potential functions and temporal cliques. Each leaf
region is colored blue and there are three kinds of potentials defined on it: unary ψi , binary ψij and higher order ψc . Here we
show only the higher order temporal potential, defined on a temporal clique (yellow). Each temporal clique is a result of inexact
region tracking, therefore a region may belong to multiple temporal cliques.

Binary potential We use adjacency matrices As and At to
refer spatial and temporal region adjacencies. We assign
the values Asij = 1 if ri and rj are within the same frame
and adjacent, and Asij = 0 otherwise. Using Eq.4, we use
Atij = 1 if hi (j) > 0 or hj (i) > 0, and Atij = 0 otherwise.
We define the following potential for each pair of spatially
and temporally adjacent regions ri , rj :

3.3. Potential Functions



0
ψi,j (xi , xj ) = θb e−(w1 dc +w̄1 df )

 −(w2 dc +w̄2 do )
θb e

Unary potential Although each region ri is made to initially contributes an unique label li to L, the eventually surviving labels for all regions is sparse. This selection is initiated by constructing the spatial and temporal cliques cs and
ct , which constrain the available labels for each region ri
to the set whose corresponding regions belong to the same
cliques as ri . Recall that each label li initially corresponds
to a leaf region. Let τ : L → V denote the function that
retrieves region index from label. Then we define the unary
potential as:
(
θu dc (i, τ (xi )) if i, τ (xi ) ∈ some c
ψi (xi ) =
(5)
∞
otherwise

Higher order potential As mentioned earlier in Section

if xi = xj
if xi 6= xj and Asij = 1
if xi 6= xj and Atij = 1
(6)
where wi + w̄i = 1, i = {1, 2} and θb is a constant. Motion
information influences the potential by df spatially and by
do temporally. We define df (i, j) as the distance between
the flow distributions regions ri and rj , computed as X 2 distance. Coupled with the color distance dc (i, j), it favors
assignment of the same label to spatially adjacent regions
with similar flow distribution and photometric property. For
h (j)+h (i)
temporal adjacent regions, do (i, j) = i 2 j the average of two way after-motion overlap, indicates how likely
is ri to move to rj and vice versa. Coupled with dc , this
enforces consistent labeling.
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3.1, each interior region in the photometric tree determines a
valid spatial clique cs . However, not all such interior cliques
(e.g., obviously the root node which includes all leaf regions) should be expected to have high consistency among
the labels of all the regions comprising them. As shown
in Figure 2, although the car, the street light and the background building belong to one interior region, they should
not all agree on the same label, e.g., due to their motion differences. The question then arises how to determine which
subsets of labels are consistent. For example, how to set a
threshold on the value of the variance within an interior region to determine consistency. Likewise, criteria are needed
to determine consistency among labels within the temporal
cliques. For example, using a loose after-motion overlap
threshold T will lead to poor decisions about consistencies.
The above-mentioned problems with label consistency
within cliques can be addressed by a potential function like
the ones defined in the P n model [14], where the model has
been applied to the problem of supervised multi-class image
segmentation. The P n Potts model is defined in terms of
clique c:
(
γk
if xi = lk , ∀i ∈ c
ψc (xc ) =
(7)
γmax otherwise
where γmax > γk , ∀lk ∈ L. If γk are equal, it enforces label
consistency rigidly. For instance, if all but one of the regions
in a clique take the same label then the penalty incurred is
the same as if they were all to take different labels. We
extend this to the the P n model by relaxing the consistency
constraint as follows:


ψc (xc ) = min minlk ∈L (|c| − nk (xc ))θk + γk ), γmax (8)
where |c| is the number of regions in clique c, nk (k) denotes the number of regions in c which take the label k
in labeling xc , and γk , θk , γmax are potential function pak
and
rameters which satisfy the constraints: θk = γmaxQ−γ
k
γk ≤ γmax , ∀lk ∈ L. Here we design γk to be inversely proportional to the “inseparability” between the corresponding
region rk and the clique c: γk = exp(−Ic (rk )). I(·) is the
measurement of inseparability and defined as the average
contrast along the boundary. In a spatial clique it is the contrast along the region boundary. In a temporal clique,it is the
contrast between the overlapping pixels in the consecutive
frames; the less the contrast, the harder it is to separate the
regions. The truncation parameter Qk controls the rigidity
of the potential and here we set Qk = |c|
2 .

3.4. Inference and Complexity
Once we have defined unary, binary and higher order potentials for the objective function in Eq.3, the optimal labeling x∗ is obtained by the CRF energy minimization inference process Eq.2.For this we use the algorithms presented in [14] which shows that the move

Figure 4. Video segmentation results for the run sequence from
the Weizmann activity dataset. Top row: three consecutive frames
(right to left) from lena run2 activity; middle row: results using
the mean shift segmentation algorithm; bottom row: results of the
proposed method. The boundaries of the leaf regions are shown to
demonstrate that the proposed method can overcome the instability
arising from image segmentation. The background is separated
into several, non-repetitive, irregular shape segments, and so is the
foreground. Although the mean shift algorithm segments the left
two frames successfully, it mislabels the left part of the wall as
foreground in the right frame.

energy function of higher order potentials in the robust
P n model can be transformed to submodular quadratic,
hence the energy minimization is achieved by a series
of α-expansion moves which can be solved efficiently
by st-mincut algorithm [3]. The total inference time is:
num(cycles)×num(iterations)×T (st-mincut), i.e.
2
O(|V|2 |L|2 log( |V|
|L| )) in worst case where |V| is the
number of variables and |L| is the number of labels. However in practice num(cycles) can be considered as a constant
and dropped from O(|V|) yielding
2
O(|V||L|2 log( |V|
|L| )).

4. Implementation Details
To speedup the segmentation process we could reduce
the leaf region number |V| or label size |L|. For the first, we
divide the video into overlapping chunks in which segmentation can be performed in parallel followed by merging of
the result. The overlapping frames between chunks are used
to propagate the labeling result across chunks.The resulting
loss in lobal optimality may not be significant since mutual
influence among frames decreases with their distance. we
use chunks of 10∼15 frames with 1 frame overlap. Second,
given the segmentation within each chunk, we observe the
CRF inference process can be further decomposed into multiple inference sub-processes as long as their label spaces
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Figure 5. Example frames from video sequences. Top to bottom,
left to right, the original sequences are: {atonement, coraline, diving, earth, flower garden, football, goodfellas, sufer, foroldmen,
publicenemies1, publicenemies2, slumdog, UI traffic, waterski,
ice skate and run example from Wiezeman}.

are disjoint. For example, a temporal clique ci at upper-left
corner is disjoint with another temporal clique cj at lowerright corner, i.e. ci ∧ cj = ∅. Therefore the original label
space L is partitioned into disjoint label subspace {Li }, the
inference is performed in each Li and the results are combined afterwards. With these speedup operations, it takes 5
seconds to segment each frame on an average (exluding the
optical flow computation).

5. Experimental Results
We compare our approach (abbreviated as CRF in the
context) against three other approaches: mean shift, stateof-the-art Grundmann’s graph-based grouping approach
[10] and our approach without using higher order spatial
potentials (abbreviated as CRF − SP). The potential parameters are set the same across all video sequences: θu =
1000, θb = 50, wi = ŵi = 0.5 for i = 1, 2. They are determined by a preliminary human sanity test. Since no benchmark for generic video segmentation is available, we conduct our experiments with standard datasets to evaluate the
work both quantitatively and qualitatively. First we report
the precision and recall on the Weizmann activity [8] dataset
in Table 1. It consists of 90 videos: 10 distinct human activities (bend, jump, run etc.) each with 9 human subjects with
foreground and background ground truth labeling. The average precision and recall rates over all videos are shown
in Table 1. The rates are computed in terms of the total
image area across all frames correctly segmented as foreground and background. For a given region tube with the
same label (or the regions within the same cluster for the
mean shift algorithm) we classify it as foreground if majority the area is covered by foreground, and vice versa. From
Table 1, it is clear that the CRF method outperforms the

Figure 6. Quatitative measurement E1 among 4 methods (CRF,
CRF−SP, Grundmann[10] and mean shift) across 15 videos depicted in Figure 5. Higher value indicated better quality.

mean shift by significant margin. It also demonstrates the
role of higher order spatial structure in achieving label consistency. Examples of the foreground and background segmentations obtained by our algorithm are shown in Figure
4. The boundaries of each leaf region are shown to visualize
regions merging effect. We do not display the boundary for
the following more textured image sequences to make the
figure less noisy.
We next evaluate the methods on 15 more complicated
videos as depicted in Figure 5. Since humans tend to perform object-level segmentation, producing ground truth for
the textured image sequence via human annotation may not
fully capture the performance. Performance evaluation on
generic image/video segmentation has been discussed in
[20, 6]. In this work we use entropy as a measure E1 , computed as [19]:
E = Hr (I) + Hl (I),
(9)
PN Vj
where Hr (I) =
j=1 ( VI )H(Rj ) denotes the expected intra region tube entropy as the sum of individual tube entropies (weighted by volume), and Hl (I) =
PN V
V
− j=1 VIj log VIj denotes the layout entropy which is used
to penalize over-segmentation. Higher E1 value indicates
better quality. Since [10] provides a multi-resolution
(coarse to fine) segmentation result, we select the layer with
the most similar number of 3D regions (i.e. labels) to compare with. The values of E1 for each method for the 15
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Methods
Mean shift (%)
CRF - SP (%)
CRF (%)

bend
Foreground Background
PR
RE
PR
RE
62
42
71
55
82
73
83
85
97
83
96
96

run
61
90
99

50
78
80

67
88
92

71
80
93

71
80
94

side
62 72
76 77
90 93

62
70
93

jack
Foreground Background
PR
RE
PR
RE
63
65
66
67
75
80
83
84
89
94
93
93
75
87
99

skip
50 70
70 87
75 95

72
80
96

65
86
99

jump
Foreground Background
PR
RE
PR
RE
56
41
63
77
87
67
85
90
99
80
95
96

walk
53 71
69 80
81 92

65
78
93

61
81
94

wave1
58 68
77 80
88 91

pjump
Foreground Background
PR
RE
PR
RE
73
68
70
65
89
80
85
78
95
93
94
94
74
75
91

64
85
99

wave2
67 71
77 82
87 92

68
81
92

Table 1. The precision (PR) and recall (RE) rate of foreground and background on the Weizmann Activities [8] image sequence. The first
row is the activity category. Comparison is made between the mean shift segmentation algorithm and the proposed method without using
spatial higher order potentials. Note that each activity has 10 different subjects. The reported rate is the average over all subjects.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Comparison with [4] and [10] on the garden sequence. Column (a) shows two frames from the original sequence. Columns (b,c,d)
show the results of the proposed method, [4], and [10], respectively. Correspondences are shown using the same color. Performance can
be evaluated by checking whether corresponding parts have the same color and different parts have different colors. The garden sequence
is considered difficult for video segmentation/tracking for two reasons: (1) four major parts (sky, house, garden and tree) are at different
depths, thereby causing different motions since camera is moving, and (2) extremely textured regions within the garden produce a huge
number of unstable regions which are hard to track. [4] successfully tracks the front tree but misses to track almost all other regions.
[10] over-merges the regions, e.g., tree and house in the top frame, as well as the garden becomes a single region tube despite the texture
variation within. Our results preserve the local texture without over-smoothing, while correctly tracking each parted. The shift of regions
with the same color is highly correlated to the image motion.

videos are shown in Figure 6. Our CRF method and [10]
consistently outperform mean shift and CRF−SP. While
competing head-to-head against [10], CRF does better in
6 out of 15. Due to space limitation, Figure 8 shows only
two qualitative segmentation results. In the ice skate sequence, all the major parts (i.e., legs, body, hand, ground
and back advertisement panel) are consistently segmented
across frames. Note that from the first to the second frame,
a new label for the text “OLYMPUS” is created. While
in the foroldmen sequence, not only the person is consistently segmented, the new label corresponding to car explosion is being created. For the classic garden sequence,
we also add comparison with [4]. Note that these are three
different approaches: [4] is based on region tracking, [10]

is graph-based grouping whereas ours is based on labeling of many frames simultaneously using a conditional random field representation. Our algorithm (column (b)) erroneously segments part of the garden in the bottom frame as
tree. However, for the remaining parts, our method outperforms the other two methods: [4] does not track any of the
regions except the tree, and [10] simply over-merges the regions (tree and house, all the grass area and flowers). More
importantly, the shift between corresponding regions (indicated by the movement of colored regions) in our method is
highly correlated with the image motion.
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Figure 8. Video segmentation results for ice skate and foroldmen videos, shown here for qualitative evaluation based on color codedcorrespondences.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we formulate video segmentation as a consistent labeling problem in which regions assigned the same
label constitute a tube in the spatio-temporal space. By not
making any assumption about the number of labels, the objects entering and leaving the scene are modeled by label
creation and termination, respectively. To capture the relationships among regions across spatial and temporal domains, we make use of higher order structures and softly
enforce label consistency.
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